The intensities of some of the HCl bands have been calculated by Dunham;1'2 his results (obtained by means of a rather laborious mathematical method) involve, however, certain approximations and are limited to the fundamental band and the first few harmonics. The exact expression for the probability of any transition v' +-v" is derived here by a simple mathematical method for the case of a Morse potential function between the nuclei. The standard band spectroscopic notation is used throughout, and only additional symbols are defined explicitly.
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Let P(r) be the electric dipole moment considered as a function of the internuclear distance. The (v'v') element of the matrix for P, which determines the transition probability v' <-v' is:' e . = ]J wP,*(r)P(r)(pu(r)dr = p,,*Pp,dr;
(1) s, is the wave function of an oscillator obeying the Morse potential function and is known to have the following form 4 '6 6 Aal/'e-s D v sZL,
where: k = l/x, z = ke'a(r), are = (ox /B ) 11' and 
We introduce t = (r-r,)/r, and expand P(t) around t = 0; P(Q) = Pe + Pelt + Pef2/2! + ... + P(")%/n!,
where P") = (dxP-dOt=o VOL. 21, 1935 It is usually assumed that in this expansion all the terms after the second one may be neglected for small values of t. Dunham, however, has made approximate calculations where he took into account higher order terms.
We shall derive P,11 first for the case P,(Is) = 0 if n > 1, then the effect of PC '' 0 
After performing the integration,7 we obtain:
and, as usual,
Eq. (6) may be greatly simplified by the following method: since
We shall now show that:
s=o If v' = 0, then: 
The validity of expression (9) follows immediately by recurrence from Eqs. (11) and (10) . Hence:
The summations may be performed quite easily, particularly for low values of v' and v". The expanded formulae for P,,v, are given in 
With the use of Eq. (7), we obtain after some rearrangements: Since S20 # Sio, Eq._(19) has two possible solutions; one of these corresponds, however, to P2o/P1o r -P20/Plo. A value of P6' which is large enough to make one of the matrix components for P change its sign indi- (1-3x,)'2(1-4x.) (1-3X,)2(j -4x,)(1 -5x,) cates that the expansion (3) diverges. In this case, the whole treatment would have to be discarded, since it is meaningless to approximate a diverging expansion by its first two terms. This second value of PF, can thus be eliminated as corresponding to an extraneous mathematical solution. The case: P20/ Pio'v' P20/PI0 leads to PF, -c-O. We may thus conclude that in the neighborhood of the equilibrium position the electric moment of HCI is very nearly linear. 1 J. L. Dunham, Phys. Rev., 34, 438 (1929).
